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doctrine fade in this book in comparison with the continuing excellence of a
style of thought, which is dense in statement, rampant with insight, and
bold, vivid, and controlled in speculation.
AETHUE BEENDTSON.
UNIVERSITY OP MISSOURI.

From Shakespeare to Existentialism. WALTER KAUPMANN. Boston: Beacon
Press, 1959. Pp. x, 404.
Of the twenty chapters or essays of this book, sixteen are named after ten
writers of modern times who are approached from an "unconventional
perspective:" Shakespeare, Goethe, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Eilke,
Jaspers, Freud, Heidegger, and Toynbee. In his penultimate essay,
Kaufmann states that his "two major themes in moving from Shakespeare
to existentialism were, first, the relationships between religion and poetry
and philosophy, and, secondly, the falsification of history." If a more
specific list of recurring topics were added, it should include the misuse of
language in philosophy; reason against authority, loose intuition, and
fanaticism; a naturalistic or immanent view of reality and value; personal
value as nobility, and nobility as an attitude that faces disappointment
and lasting death with honesty and courage and without self-pit^ and
resentment; ecstasy balanced with discipline; the deficiencies of Christianity as doctrine and as a way of life; novelty and individual creation
against the past and tradition; and escape from responsibility by blaming
society and the age in which we live.
Kaufmann considers the blocking of thought by the obscure use of language in Hegel, Jaspers, and Heidegger, and the seduction of thought to
unintended conclusions by poetic exuberance in Nietzsche. He finds a
denial of the critical use of reason, and an invitation to obscurantism and
fanaticism, in Kierkegaard, Heidegger, and Toynbee. A sound sense for
natural existence, this life, and empirical passion is discerned in Shakespeare, Goethe, Nietzsche, and Eilke. Nobility distinguishes the tragic
heroes of Shakespeare, the personal character of Goethe, and the moral
ideal of Nietzsche. The ecstatic affirmation of experience, including
suffering, occurs in Nietszche and his literary similar, Eilke; but discipline
of thought and will is also important, as shown in Goethe and Nietzsche.
Christianity has no part in the greatness of Shakespeare, Goethe, Nietzsche,
and Eilke, and it led to error in Hegel, Kierkegaard, and Toynbee. Undue
respect for the past or a past mode of thought appears in Hegel, Heidegger,
and Toynbee; Nietzsche and Eilke correct this error with their admiration
of change, and Shakespeare and Goethe correct it with the example of the
individual creating a world out of himself. And the disposition to excuse
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one's condition by citing society and the times is set against the ideals of
nobility and creative individuality.
The book is absorbing, perceptive, forthright, clear, and somewhat
episodic and repetitious. Its main themes and ascriptions are not strikingly
original, but they are freshly handled and are informative in detail. The
talent revealed in the book appears to be aesthetic, moral, and metaphysical, in descending order. Among the best essays are surely the " Kierkegaard" and the "Nietzsche and Bilke." The three essays on Hegel are
very useful. Those on Nietzsche and on Freud are surprisingly slender,
though quite reasonable. The pair on Toynbee descend to vitriol. Kaufmann's statement of Goethe's faith does not seem to be entirely in focus,
and different essays give different explanations of Faust's redemption.
The discussion of faith in Kierkegaard does not get beyond truisms
concerning authority and its evils: it would have profited from a more
serious consideration of truth as subjectivity. Heidegger's question of the
relation of being and nothing elicits no metaphysical recognition or sympathy. And the recurring disposals of Eliot, who has no essay but many
rebukes, might lead the reader to suppose that this greatest of poets in
contemporary England and America was an obtrusive mistake.
AETHUE BEENDTSON.
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI.

Reason and Unreason in Society, MORRIS GINSBERG. New York: Macmillan,
1961. Pp. vii, 328.
Evolution and Progress. MORRIS GINSBERG. New York: Macmillan, 1961.
Pp. xii, 283.
The second and third volumes of Professor Ginsberg's collected papers
of the last three decades present the views of a rationalist and idealist
about a number of large topics.
Part I of the first volume here reviewed deals with problems and
concepts of sociology, but scarcely at all with empirical analyses of
concrete situations. The work of three sociologists - Hobhouse, Pareto, and
Westermarck - is summed up. In Part I I the essays focus on national
character, the causes of war, and anti-semitism. The first of these latter
papers is a fruitless catalogue of alleged individual and group traits of the
Germans; the second leans perceptively upon the Marxist theory of
imperialism, without arriving at a really comprehensive historical grasp of
the modern world situation; the third is a critically eclectic analysis of the
economic, social, and psychological causes of anti-semitic feeling. Part I I I
takes up various aspects of a philosophy of law and morals. In his 1944
paper, "Moral Progress," Ginsberg defends the idea of gradual ethical

